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Harvey Brenneise, Chair of the Library Taskforce for the American Orchid Society, 
reported on the nature and scope of the project.  In the last year, the speakers conducted a 
pilot project aimed at investigating scanning issues, costs, and testing EAD (Encoded 
Archival Description) and TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) in developing the AOS Digital 
Orchid Library (Project site is: http://digital.lib.msu.edu/orchids). 
 
The project’s goal is to digitize the world’s orchid literature and create and maintain a 
comprehensive, well-indexed web site for it. Materials include books, journals and 
manuscripts.  Founding partners of the initiative include the American Orchid Society, 
Michigan State University (MSU) Libraries and the Missouri Botanical Garden.  So far, 
over 8000 page images have been scanned, including a sampling of all types of orchid 
literature.  Items were chosen for the project that are in the public domain, and 
represented in a variety of languages.  Further, there is interest in providing digital copies 
of translations of orchid literature on the web site in the future as well. 
 
The next phase of the project is to include creating project-wide metadata.  Issues also to 
be addressed include staffing; need for standardized thesaurus of terms; and the ongoing 
relationship with the MSU Library catalog. 
 
The orchid content presented unique problems including a taxonomy/nomenclature 
nightmare - name changes that are agreed upon or not, variations of plants, subspecies, 
species, hybrids and manmade hybrids with lots of names. Searchers must be able to limit 
sets both before and after searches.  A retired librarian and orchid judges will be able to 
help with vocabulary anomalies.  Also, the National Agricultural Library already has an 
agricultural thesaurus and is willing to expand to incorporate orchid nomenclature. 
 
Ongoing financing for this project is coming from multiple funding sources including the 
American Orchid Society, Michigan State University (providing lots of student labor), 
grants, and donations from orchid organizations as well as individuals.  Estimated total 
project cost is calculated to be eventually about $4 million. 
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Early on, everything was scanned in color, including text-only materials.  Later, they 
changed to black and white for texts in order to reduce file sizes.  Pages were linked for 
texts by page numbers. 
 
Nancy Fleck reported on using the III XML Harvester in this project to add bibliographic 
records to the Michigan State University Library catalog for materials in the Digital 
Orchid Library. 
 
Over three years ago, Michigan State University started digitization projects and has 
gained significant experience through several projects, including the Vincent Voice 
Library, a large comic book collection and their Sunday School collection. 
   
Metadata is data about data. Different types of metadata are more suitable for different 
types of materials and collections.  Both TEI (Text Encoding Initiative- good for books 
and straight text) and EAD (Encoded Archival Description-well suited for collections 
records) were used in this project. 
 
Some issues for MSU Technical Services staff working on this project included 
fashioning call number structures for digitized orchid materials collections, and accepting 
descriptive work of non-catalogers essentially performing cataloging in EAD.   While the 
cataloging work was distributed, it was allocated to people who did not come from a 
Cataloging/MARC background, and there was some concern about personnel doing 
cataloging who might not  fully understanding general cataloging principles.   
 
Michigan State University Library was a developmental partner with Innovative for the 
XML Harvester.  Library staff worked with III to use the XML Harvester to connect to 
the project server to gather the metadata for collections records.  The XML project data 
became the foundation of the resulting bibliographic records in the MSU catalog.    
 
The bibliographic records showed a location of “online resource,” a status of 
“electronic,” and an 099 call number fabricated upon the project, year and number in the 
run - e.g. ORCHIDS 02-0001.  The 856s in the bibliographic records pointed back to the 
finding aids on the project server.  Data converted for the bibliographic records included 
Title, Collections Summary, Abstract, Restrictions, Index Terms, and Volume/Page 
information where pages were links. Approximately 700 collection level records were 
harvested and converted in 20 minutes.   
 
The III Harvester has a telnet interface for staff access. Functionality includes: Harvest 
XML, View MARC files, View User Log, Edit Crawler Config File, Create Bib Records, 
Display, Sort, and Remove Files.  The Harvester crawls an external, selected database on 
a separate server and brings back information to the parser on the III machine. Only part 
of the information retrieved is converted to become the catalog record.  An 856 is created 
in the bibliographic record to link back to the XML source data. 
 



Resulting bibliographic records had authority control problems with several hundred 
headings needing to be fixed.  The original idea was to fix the name headings in XML, 
then re-harvest the data, overlay the bibliographic records, and then upload them to 
OCLC.  Problems arose with the match point for overlay being the call number.  Fleck 
commented that it’s “not there yet” with overlay.  Because the Harvester is a “one-way 
street,” there’s no way to fix the headings in III and port the corrections back to the XML 
data on the other server. 
 
The encoding analog in EAD links the XML code to MARC tags, which enables this 
conversion for bibliographic records.  E.g.:  
<persname encodinganalog=”1001_$a” source=”lcnaf”>Garay, Leslie A.</persname> 
becomes in the Marc record 1001 |aGaray, Leslie A. 
 
Nancy Fleck recommended an enhancement possibility for this product: they would like 
to have the ability to tell the Harvester where to go (in the configuration).  Currently, it 
can only be pointed to one server. 
 
The final step of the process was uploading the bibliographic records that had been 
created to OCLC. 
 
MSU is still using EAD records, in addition to TEI for some items being digitized. The 
XML Harvester was created only for EAD records, but III is committed to adjusting the 
XML Harvester to using Dublin Core if it is requested, although it hasn’t been done yet. 
 
Nancy reported that based on their experience, the XML Harvester does work well and 
quite easily to retrieve XML metadata and convert it to MARC format for bibliographic 
records in catalogs.  This obviates the necessity of double cataloging for digitized 
collections. 
 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Lynne D. Lysiak, Appalachian State University 
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